
Daily News Update – March 31,
2021
As always, please watch the videos if you can.

 

NXT Officially Confirms Move To New Night.

https://wrestlingrumors.net/tommyhall/nxt-officially-confirms-move-new-ni
ght/

Full Video: Miz’s Hilarious New Music Video.

https://wrestlingrumors.net/tommyhall/full-video-mizs-hilarious-new-music
-video/

WWE RUMOR: Possible Change For WrestleMania Tradition.

https://wrestlingrumors.net/tommyhall/wwe-rumor-possible-change-wrestlema
nia-tradition/

Here’s What’s Next For The Members Of Retribution.

https://wrestlingrumors.net/tommyhall/heres-whats-next-members-retributio
n/

Why WrestleMania Ticket Sales Took So Long To Start.

https://wrestlingrumors.net/tommyhall/wrestlemania-ticket-sales-took-long
-start/

Andrade Was Ready To Be Part Of A Big Story Before Release.

https://wrestlingrumors.net/tommyhall/andrade-ready-part-big-story-releas
e/

That’s Good: Important Health Update On Road Dogg.

https://wrestlingrumors.net/tommyhall/thats-good-important-health-update-
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road-dogg/

WWE Adding Two More WrestleMania Matches.

https://wrestlingrumors.net/tommyhall/wwe-adding-two-wrestlemania-matches
/

Daily News – March 30, 2021
(Plus What This Is)
I write news articles for Wrestlingrumors.net (please check us
out, plus at our Facebook) and I keep meaning to put more news
on here.  Now some of you who are smarter than I am might have
been able to piece this idea together, but for some reason I
never  figured  out  the  easy  way  to  do  this.   Every  day,
hopefully  at  10am  EST,  I’ll  be  posting  the  links  to  the
articles I wrote the previous day.  Note that we do not make
up stories, but rather gather them from other sites you’ve
probably heard of.  Some of them will be rumors rather than
news and they will be labeled as such.  Outside of a rare
instance, anything written will be entirely from me, but on
occasion the site’s other writer will be included.

 

One other note: some of these are a bit more wordy than I
usually go and there is a certain format that you will see in
almost every single article.  This is done by design/at the
request of the site’s owner and I’m not about to tell her no. 
The opinions are 100% mine, though as always of course don’t
hesitate to talk to me more about them in the comments here. 
Also, please click on the videos (also picked by me) if you
can as someone sticking around and watching them brings up the
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revenue.  We would certainly appreciate anything in that area.

 

And now, the first set (as always, listed in the order I wrote
them):

Steve Austin Names Two WWE Stars Of The Future. March 29,
2021.

https://wrestlingrumors.net/tommyhall/steve-austin-names-two-w
we-stars-future/

WWE Talent Officially Gone From Company, Moving Elsewhere.
March 29, 2021.

https://wrestlingrumors.net/tommyhall/wwe-talent-officially-go
ne-company-moving-elsewhere/

The Hurt Business Breaks Up On Monday Night Raw. March 29,
2021.

https://wrestlingrumors.net/tommyhall/hurt-business-breaks-mon
day-night-raw/

Huge Stipulation Added To WrestleMania 37 Match. March 29,
2021.

https://wrestlingrumors.net/tommyhall/huge-stipulation-added-w
restlemania-37-match/

New Title Match Confirmed For WrestleMania 37. March 29, 2021.

https://wrestlingrumors.net/tommyhall/new-title-match-confirme
d-wrestlemania-37/

Top Impact Wrestling Star Tears ACL, Out For Months. March 29,
2021.

https://wrestlingrumors.net/tommyhall/top-impact-wrestling-sta
r-tears-acl-months/
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Current  WWE  Star  Receiving  Warrior  Award  At  Hall  Of  Fame
Ceremony. March 29, 2021.

https://wrestlingrumors.net/tommyhall/current-wwe-star-receivi
ng-warrior-award-hall-fame-ceremony/

WWE Incorrectly Told Charlotte She Was Pregnant. March 30,
2021.

https://wrestlingrumors.net/tommyhall/confusing-story-on-wwe-i
ncorrectly-telling-charlotte-she-was-pregnant/

The  Wrestling  Observer
Newsletter Awards Are Out
And…..yeah I can’t say I’m surprised.

It’s  that  time  of  year  again.  The  Wrestling  Observer
Newsletter Awards have been released and that means it is time
to hear about how bad WWE is, how great AEW is and how no one
really knows any other promotions aside from those two and New
Japan. As usual, some of these are going to be good, some of
these are going to be in the middle, and some of these are
going to either make you laugh or need an aspirin. Let’s get
to it.

As usual, I’ll be skipping the MMA awards because they’re
still not wrestling.

Wrestler Of The Year – Jon Moxley

I can get this, but the garbage brawls in the main events were
starting to grate on me. It was almost always going to be him
or Drew McIntyre though and that’s fine. Roman Reigns was
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great, but he was gone for about half of the year so it’s kind
of hard to go with an amazing four months over a very good
twelve months.

Most Outstanding Wrestler – Kenny Omega

Are you really surprised by this in any way, shape or form?
It’s pretty clear that Meltzer thinks Omega is the greatest
thing ever so him winning this is hardly a shock whatsoever.

Tag Team Of The Year – Young Bucks

They don’t hold the Tag Team Titles for most of the year but
they’ve won the award five times before so…..yeah of course
they win here, despite maybe not being in the top three teams
in AEW.

Best Interviews – Eddie Kingston

Yep.

Promotion Of The Year – All Elite Wrestling

Some of you may be noticing a pattern emerging here and while
this is far from some ridiculous pick, I think you might be
starting to see how these awards are going to go. If you’re
talking just WWE vs. AEW then yeah I can see it, but I’d take
NXT  overall  if  that’s  an  option  (and  fair  enough  if  it
wasn’t).

Best Weekly TV Series – AEW Dynamite

It’s a toss up between this and NXT, though Ring of Honor’s
Pure Tournament stuff was quite good. Again though: with a six
month hiatus, how much praise can you really give them? Same
with NXT UK, though the hour being chopped off is a helpful
tool.

Match Of The Year – Kenny Omega/Hangman Page vs. Young Bucks

That’s what I had too.



MVP Awards

USA – Kenny Omega

Japan – Tetsuya Naito

Mexico – Rey Fenix

Europe – Walter

Non-Heavyweight – Hiromu Takahashi

Women’s Wrestling – Bayley

These continue to be the most pointless awards of the year,
but given that Fenix wrestled in Mexico FIVE TIMES in 2020
(and not at all from March 7 – December 12), I think there
might be some better candidates.

Box Office Draw Of The Year – Conor McGregor

The guy fought once for 40 seconds in January. This is a
totally realistic comparison to wrestlers appearing for free
on television 52 weeks a year.

Feud Of The Year – Jon Moxley vs. Eddie Kingston

I had it on my list of options but went with Bayley vs. Sasha
Banks  instead.  Part  of  the  problem  is  they  only  had  two
matches, one of which was thrown onto TV because of Lance
Archer being held off the show. The promos were great, but I
could go with a bit more than something that lasted about five
weeks, started out of necessity more than a plan, and had some
pretty obvious results.

By  the  way:  that  is  now  eight  awards  (not  counting  ones
including MMA or the regional MVPs) and AEW has swept the
year.  WWE’s  lone  win:  their  international  developmental
champion  who  didn’t  appear  for  six  months  and  wrestles
elsewhere.



Most Improved – Britt Baker

I could see this one, but I’m really not sure I can go with
it. Bobby Lashley had a banner year and seemed primed to
FINALLY move into the main event. Roman Reigns is the best
heel in years (again: time issue). Bayley found every groove
you could want as a heel. But then there’s Main Event Jey Uso,
who may I remind you is JEY USO IN THE MAIN EVENT. Baker was
very good and I don’t see it as some horrible choice, but Uso
blows this away for me, just due to the surprise factor alone.

Most Charismatic – Maxwell Jacob Friedman

If you go with the stuff before the Inner Circle, it’s hard to
argue. Sidenote: Orange Cassidy got second place. Isn’t his
thing that he doesn’t have charisma or energy or anything
close to it 90% of the time?

Best Technical Wrestler – Zach Sabre Jr.

That guy is so good with this stuff that he scares me, mainly
because I don’t know how he is doing what I’m watching. I’d
say that qualifies (and it has for seven years in a row now).

Best Brawler – Jon Moxley

His brawls aren’t even that great. I’m not sure who I would
give this to, but I don’t think it’s Moxley. Lance Archer
maybe? His are a bit more entertaining a good chunk of the
time.

Best Flying Wrestler – Rey Fenix

I mean, he misses a lot of stuff but there are times where I
can’t believe what I’m seeing from him so yeah I’m good with
this too.

Most Overrated – Bray Wyatt

One day I’m going to need to get a definition of overrated,



because  it  seems  to  be  a  lot  closer  to  overpushed  than
anything  else.  And  hey:  WWE  won  something!  Sure  it’s  a
negative award but the streak is broken!

Most Underrated – Ricochet

Again: who thinks Ricochet is underrated? People are begging
for  him  to  be  more  regularly  pushed.  That’s  not  what
underrated means, at least anywhere else. By the way: this is
now 24 years in a row (and 27/28) that a WWE wrestler has won
this award.

Rookie Of The Year – Pat McAfee

I would have been actually mad if this had been ANYONE else.

Best Non-Wrestler – Taz

I had Pat McAfee as he barely wrestled, but Taz is a fine
choice as he has revitalized his career.

Best Television Announcer – Excalibur

Not  until  he  learns  how  to  properly  say  “combination”.
Excalibur isn’t the best commentator on either show he appears
on, nor is he anywhere close to the best in the business
today. That goes to the criminally underrated Ian Riccaboni,
who makes wrestling sound like a sport, makes Nickelodeon and
TGIF references and seems like the nicest guy in the world.
This  is  the  most  wrong  of  all  the  choices,  but  I  guess
commentary  stopped  being  about  telling  stories  etc.  and
becoming more about knowing who invented an armbar in Japan
thirty years ago while wearing a mask and insulting JR for
suggesting that Mid-South was good.

Worst Television Announcer – Michael Cole

Is that who is under Excalibur’s mask?

Best Major Wrestling Show – Revolution



I didn’t even have to look it up. I’m going to assume that
Takeovers don’t count as major shows because I need to keep my
blood pressure low and move on.

Worst Major Wrestling Show – Super Showdown

It’s the only show where I felt guilty for watching it so I
think that qualifies.

Best Wrestling Maneuver – One Winged Angel

You knew this was coming as that’s 4/5 years in a row. I can’t
wait for someone to kick out of that thing so we can stop
acting like it’s the legdrop or Stunner.

Most Disgusting Promotional Tactic – WWE Releases Wrestlers
While Making Record Profits

And no. Back in April, WWE released a few dozen wrestlers.
Some of the names included:

Eric Young

EC3

Mike/Maria Kanellis

Aiden English

Heath Slater

Curt Hawkins

Sarah Logan

Primo/Epico

No Way Jose

Curtis Axel

There  were  other  names  and  yeah  some  of  them  (Rusev/Good



Brothers) felt pretty ridiculous. But look at that list of 12
names and tell me who had any serious value in WWE. Not who
COULD have had value, but which of them was more than house
show filler at the time of/within let’s say six months of
their release.

Yeah it sounds harsh that they were released, but WWE isn’t a
charity and as William Regal once said, no one owes you a
living. The same is true of the agents who were furloughed:
there aren’t as many shows taking place, so what are they
supposed to get paid to do? I get the knee jerk reaction to
this (and I had one as well because it was so shocking), but
WWE has done this kind of spring cleaning for YEARS (not as
much recently, but it’s hardly some unheard of idea) and it
wasn’t a big deal. Low level wrestlers got released. That’s
not disgusting.

You know what is? Matt Hardy flying off of a lift, slamming
his  head  onto  the  concrete  and  being  cleared  about  three
minutes later so he could climb the set to do a stunt to end a
match with Sammy Guevara at All Out. What WWE did was business
(not nice business, but business). What AEW did with Hardy was
disgusting.

Worst Television Show – Raw

At least it didn’t have Tommy Dreamer as a featured star, a
still going feud over a wad of money, a portal to another
dimension so the wrestlers could have a reality show, Eric
Young as World Champion and a whodunit over a manager getting
shot at a wedding by someone who was changed into another
personality by cologne. Oh or another promotion coming in to
constantly point out how pathetic the show is. I can’t imagine
how badly that show would be seen. The more I read these
things, the more convince I am that I’m the only person who
watches ROH and Impact.

Worst Match Of The Year – Bray Wyatt vs. Braun Strowman (Swamp



Fight)

I went with that too, though if you want to go with an actual
match, that time where Matt Hardy’s head bounced off of some
concrete and he continued the match in a few minutes because
AEW’s concussion protocol can be done faster than defrosting a
frozen General Tso’s chicken might qualify.

Worst Feud Of The Year – Braun Strowman vs. Bray Wyatt

That’s kind of hard to argue.

Worst Promotion Of The Year – WWE

AEW’S OWNER IS COMING TO IMPACT WRESTLING EVERY WEEK TO TELL
THEM HOW MUCH THEY SUCK AND IMPACT’S OWNERS ARE COMPLETELY OK
WITH THIS!!! As usual, fans think that Raw is all WWE does and
as usual, those people are wrong.

Also, the Most Disgusting Promotional Tactic Award was related
to WWE’s business practices. Those practices are making them
millions upon millions upon millions of dollars a year, not
counting the latest (yes latest) BILLION dollar deal that they
announced early in 2021. Yeah they have one bad TV show, but
they probably make more in a month than most promotions do in
a year. Now what’s worse: a bad TV show from a company making
no money or a bad TV show from a company making more money
than we could ever hope to spend in a lifetime?

Best Booker – Tony Khan (AEW)

You knew (wait for it)

Best Promoter – Tony Khan (AEW)

It was coming (there you go)

Best Gimmick – Orange Cassidy

When your gimmick is being lazy, I’m not sure how much praise
it is worth. At least he’s back down in the midcard where he



belongs.

Worst Gimmick – The Fiend

It won Best Gimmick in the year of a DQ inside the Cell and
wins Worst Gimmick here. What a fickle bunch. I’d probably go
with Dexter Lumis, but I get that he has an audience.

Best Pro Wrestling Book – Killing The Business (The Young
Bucks)

I have a wrestling bookshelf across the room from me, plus a
pile next to me at the moment. Between those we have:

The Eighth Wonder Of The World (Bertrand Herbert/Pat Laparde)

Under The Black Hat (Jim Ross)

Rowdy (Ariel/Colton Tombs)

Master Of The Ring (Tim Hornbaker, which I don’t own but want
to pick up)

Take any 320 pages out of those (it can be from any book in
any order) and I have a feeling it’s going to be better
written/more interesting than the Bucks’ story.

Documentary Of The Year – Owen Hart (Dark Side Of The Ring)

That wasn’t even the best episode of the season, but I can go
with it for the emotional impact.

Final  tally  (ignoring  awards  for  things  other  than
wrestling/regional MVPs and one off wins from outside the big
two):

AEW – 19

WWE – 10 (8 negative, with Underrated being kind of a negative
as well)

I have no issue buying that AEW was better than Raw, Smackdown



and NXT, but come on with some of these. Raw for Worst TV
Show? Cole as Worst Announcer? Excalibur as Best Announcer?
WWE as Worst Promotion (again: IMPACT IS HAPPY WITH AEW COMING
OVER AND INSULTING THEM!)? The Bucks get book of the year?

I’ve said many times before that there is no such thing as
being  unbiased  in  reviewing  (it’s  literally  impossible).
That’s all well and good, but there is a difference between
being somewhat biased and just picking what you like and going
against what you don’t like. These awards have felt like they
are more the anti-WWE awards for years and if that’s what the
people voting think then rock on, but good grief with some of
these.

WWE wasn’t great in 2020, but it’s not like AEW was that much
better.  These  would  have  you  believe  that  2000  WCW  was
laughing at WWE and it just wasn’t that bad. I’m not upset
about any of them (save for the Promotional Tactic deal, which
was just dumb) but I’m also not surprised by some of the most
ridiculous ones.

Best Of 2020: Moment Of The
Year (Last Award)
We’re (finally) wrap it up with a pretty important one because
this is what people remember most. It might not be a whole
match or a promo, but it’s just something that felt important,
which you don’t get very often. The good ones are remembered
for a long time to come though and that’s what we’re going
with today, making it a nice way to end these things. Let’s
get to it.

As usual, in no particular order until the winner at the end.
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Note that I’m intentionally leaving off the Brodie Lee Tribute
Show. As great as it was, there’s something that doesn’t feel
right about calling anything associated with it a positive (if
that makes sense).

Roman Reigns Is A Paul Heyman Guy

You can argue this being both the angle, surprise and moment
of the year because that’s not the kind of thing you expect to
see coming. Reigns has been the mega clean face for so long
now and now he’s with Heyman? It’s in the “What are you doing
with him Andre?” vein and that is some pretty special praise.
Then he wound up being the best heel in recent years, but it
all started with this moment.

Brodie Lee Squashes Cody

This is one of the my favorite styles of booking in all of
wrestling as AEW completely shifted gears. They almost never
do a squash and to do it against one of the biggest stars the
company has took a lot of people by surprise. It felt like Lee
was FINALLY being given a push that didn’t involve a Vince
McMahon parody and I could totally go for that. Then the
rematch was awesome too and this set a lot of the stage for
that greatness.

Sasha Banks Beats Bayley

There is something great about setting up a match that far in
advance and then finally going somewhere with it. Banks vs.
Bayley had been built up for years in NXT and WWE and we were
actually getting to the big blowoff once and for all. While a
lot of this is because it came at the end of a great story, a
lot of it is because they had a heck of a fight that was
worthy of the Cell. It felt like Banks accomplished something
and that isn’t a feeling you get very often.

Le Dinner Debonair



Your tastes may vary on this one but it takes a lot to make my
jaw drop in wrestling. The stuff with the two of them messing
with the waitress was good enough but then they started
singing and had wrestling lyrics to a song and dance routine.
It isn’t going to please a lot of people (and believe me I get
that), but WOW this was a spectacle and you don’t get those
very often (at least not in a positive way).

Edge Returns

If you have followed me for a bit, you know that one of my
favorite things is to be wrong about saying never. After
nearly nine years out of the ring, it would have been very
easy to believe that Edge would never wrestle again (I’m not
sure if anyone other than him believed he would.) so hearing
Alter Bridge in the Royal Rumble was the kind of moment that
made my head snap around. I’d say that warrants a mention.

I’m going with the personal favorite here and I can’t help but
smile.

Drew McIntyre Wins The WWE Title

I’ve been a big McIntyre fan from the time he was in Impact to
the time I had a rather nice chat with him at WrestleCon and
then saw him debut in NXT the next night. It is pretty rare
for me to actively cheer for someone to win but as soon as he
eliminated Brock Lesnar from the Royal Rumble, I knew what I
wanted to see closing Wrestlemania. It’s a shame that he
didn’t get to do it in front of 70,000 people, but what a
moment it was and I got to smile at wrestling at a time when a
lot of us needed to. That’s the Moment of the Year.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6


AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.

Best  Of  2020:  Worst  Major
Show Of The Year
We had to get to this one but it’s kind of one of the most
difficult to pick. One of the best things about modern
wrestling is they have managed to find a baseline that makes
it really hard to have a bad show. AEW and NXT are virtually
incapable of it, leaving WWE and whatever Impact has done.
Note that this will not included special TV episode because as
special as they are, they’re still just TV. Let’s get to it.

As usual, in no particular order until the winner at the end.

Note: Bear with me on a lot of these, as there just weren’t
that many bad shows this year.

Summerslam

The biggest problem here was the fact that it didn’t feel like
an important show. There were some nice matches included, but
I couldn’t bring myself to care about most of them and that’s
a bad thing. Roman Reigns returning at the end kept it from
being too bad, but I can barely remember most of this card and
that’s not a good sign for what is (allegedly) the second
biggest show of the year five months later.

Wrestlemania XXXVI Night Two

As cool as it was to see Drew McIntyre finally win the World
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Title, it was another one of those matches that comes and goes
in about five minutes. That kills so much of the buzz that
comes with it, to the point where if this was any other
ending, it would have ruined the show. Other than that moment,
Charlotte vs. Rhea Ripley, and the good Edge vs. Randy Orton
match (yes I still like it), this wasn’t much of a night and
certainly didn’t feel like a Wrestlemania. Of course it gets a
big pass like everything else this year, but it wasn’t exactly
a fun show.

Payback

This show had the major problem of coming a week after
Summerslam, giving it the feeling of being the show that had
everything not good enough to make it onto the previous pay
per view. Roman Reigns won the Universal Title and Keith Lee
beat Randy Orton completely clean, but I can’t tell you
another thing that happened on this show. They were behind the
eight ball coming in and then didn’t exactly deliver, but I’d
put this one much more on the scheduling than the wrestling.
That may not be fair, but it’s the reality of what happened.

Like it was going to be anything else.

Super Showdown

The Saudi Arabian shows (Remember them?) don’t have a good
reputation and you leave them feeling a bit dirty. This time
around though it made a lot of people mad, as Goldberg beat
the Fiend in a match that was probably only booked to satisfy
the people financing the event. It was one of those incredibly
frustrating moments and came after a pretty bad (but not the
worst) show, which is enough to give it this one pretty
easily.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books



at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.

Best Of 2020: Most Improved
Of The Year
It’s nice to have a few positive ones included here and having
some people move up the ladder is nice to see. There are some
people who had a great year in 2020 and showed more of what
they can do. These people were hired to these companies for a
reason and it’s great to see what they can do when they are
given something better to do and a chance. Let’s get to it.

As usual, in no particular order until the winner at the end.

Bobby Lashley

How in the world do you screw up someone like Lashley? It
should be the easiest booking ever but for some reason it took
WWE YEARS to figure it out. Believe it or not, the idea was
just to have him be the big, unstoppable monster who runs over
everyone and destroys them like there is nothing that can stop
them. That’s what Impact Wrestling showed Lashley can do and
for some reason it took WWE this long to make it work.

Apollo Crews

Who knew that the solution to Crews was to let him win
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something? I know he might not be a top star or anything like
that, but he is certainly someone who should be a star of some
sort with all of the natural tools that he has. Crews had a
nice US Title reign and I could go with seeing more of him in
some big spots. Just let him actually win a few matches and he
gets better because he has all of the tools in the first
place. Again: how can it be this complicated?

Bianca Belair

I mentioned this in the Rookie/Newcomer section but this was
an amazing year for Belair, who went from being a rather
irritating heel that I didn’t want to watch to being one of
the better women on the roster. She fits in perfectly well on
Raw and I would be surprised if she isn’t Women’s Champion at
some point in the year. Something has clicked in her and I’m
seeing why people spoke so highly of her for so long.

Bayley

As I have asked about her several times in the last year, who
knew she had this in her? Bayley was one of the best
characters ever in NXT, came up to the main roster and did
well(ish) there and then changed absolutely everything to
become the longest reigning Smackdown Women’s Champion ever.
This was a huge shock for me and while I know Bayley isn’t
everyone’s taste, she is such an awesome heel and I’m amazed
by how great she is as so many things.

Roman Reigns

What else is there to say? Reigns coming back was one heck of
an eye roll inducing moment and then he shocked us all by
becoming the best heel in years. It says a lot when Paul
Heyman is there as little more than a background character
because Reigns is just that awesome at what he does. Reigns is
going to be the top star for a LONG time on Smackdown as he’s
even raising the viewership, but my goodness how frustrating
is it to know what he could have done all these years?



That leaves one person and say it with me.

Jey Uso

Let me say that again.

Jey Uso

What in the world man? I mean……it’s JEY USO main eventing pay
per views in singles matches and having some of the best
matches in the company all year. I know a lot of it had to do
with Reigns but Uso came out of nowhere and stole a lot of
shows with the most improbably singles run in a very long time.
This isn’t just the most improved but there’s a case for it
being the most shocking, so this was one of the easier layups
all year.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.

Best Of 2020: Rookie/Newcomer
Of The Year
This is one that always requires a bit of an explanation and
that’s perfectly understandable. When I say rookie/newcomer, I
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mean someone who made their debut on a show rather than
someone who has only just started wrestling. You’re only going
to see so many actual rookies on major shows so this makes
things a little more interesting with some different variables
included. Let’s get to it.

As usual, in no particular order until the winner at the end.

Timothy Thatcher

His gimmick is that he’s an old school wrestler and believer
it or not, he got it over. This is one of those things that
will always have a place on any roster because it is something
that you can have on any wrestling show. Thatcher has a good
look and does all of the holds well, with the Thatch As Thatch
Can being a great way to show how completely ruthless he
really could be with all of his students and underlings. He’s
a bit older, but he fit in really well and should be around
for a long time.

Bianca Belair

Belair debuted on Raw just after Wrestlemania and, after a
rather lengthy period of nothing, she became one of the more
entertaining women on the roster. The natural athleticism is
as easy of a drawing card as there is and she has completely
won me over in recent months. Who would have thought she would
be much better as a face despite having what should be the
most natural heel gimmick around?

Ben Carter

You knew he would make the list because he came from
absolutely nowhere and turned into one of the more sought
after wrestlers around. Carter was a steal for WWE from AEW,
though I can’t imagine AEW knew what they had on their hands
when he was on Dark. He went from a guy in bad shorts to a
total gem and wound up being one of the more compelling
newcomers in wrestling this year. I’m looking forward to



seeing where he goes from here in NXT UK and beyond, which
isn’t something you see very often out of a total newcomer.

Eddie Kingston

Kingston is an interesting case as he has been around for the
better part of ever but has only had a cup of coffee in a big
promotion. That makes this year all the more frustrating
because he turned into one of the best promos in wrestling for
most of the summer, tearing into Jon Moxley every chance he
could. Kingston was the highlight of AEW most weeks for me and
I have yet to get tired of listening to him talk. He comes off
like he believes every word he’s saying and that makes him
worth every second.

But come on. Like this could be ANYONE else.

Pat McAfee

I’m sorry but what? Who in the world just drops into wrestling
and becomes the absolute best heel in the business the second
they start talking? I vaguely knew of McAfee when he showed up
and wasn’t expecting anything from another ex-football player
but WOW was I wrong. McAfee was incredible and put almost
every other seasoned veteran to shame on the mic. He then went
on to have two pretty great in-ring performances and made me
want to see more. Not bad at all for a non-wrestler and
completely amazing for a pure rookie.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
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wrestling headline needs.

Best Of 2020: Angle Of The
Year
This is one of the bigger ones as the angles are the things
that carry the audience’s interest. There were some good ones
throughout the year and it might be nice to look back at them
after so many things went badly this year. Wrestling had a
hard time making things work and yet there were more than a
few good options to pick from. Hopefully my memory is working
this time so let’s get to it.

As usual, in no particular order until the winner at the end.

Who Is Returning To Impact Wrestling?

I’m not sure what else to call this or even if it counts as an
angle, but I had a great time watching this over the summer.
Someone who had been released from WWE was going to be
returning to the company at Slammiversary and it became a huge
Whoisit story. That’s one of the best angles that can be done
and the big reveals at the end were….well just ok at best, but
at least the build up was great.

Golden Role Models Explode

It’s a story that was built up for a very long time and then
they finally paid the whole thing off. I’m not sure if it was
worth all of the time and effort put in, but everything they
set up felt like it was building to a moment and then we
actually got there. These two have a very detailed history
together and then they kept building on it even more, with the
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two of them owning all of the women’s titles. It felt like a
big deal when they got to the ending and the match in the
Cell, with Bayley finally losing the title, was rather good.
This was long form storytelling and you don’t get that very
often in WWE.

The Rise And Fall Of Hangman Page

Now this one is interesting as I could see it seems like we
have only seen part of the story so far. Page started the year
hot by winning the Tag Team Titles with Kenny Omega but seemed
to like booze more than anything else, including his partner.
He continues to seem to be trying to find himself but has no
way of knowing where to look. The idea of Page ultimately
discovering his inner….whatever it is and dethroning Omega to
win the World Title is incredibly intriguing, but for now,
I’ll settle for him becoming a lost soul and slowly starting
to work his way back to the real world, because the details in
this have been very good so far.

Randy Orton vs. The Legends

I’m a sucker for Orton. Even though he has done something
similar more than once before, it is something he does rather
well and it was nice to see various other legends other than
Ric Flair (though of course we had Flair in there too because
we have to) involved for a change. The sequence of legends in
the ambulance match worked too and Orton even wound up winning
the World Title to have the story mean something in the end.
Not bad for something that has been done probably half a dozen
times before.

Those were all good, but there wasn’t much doubt on this one.

Roman Reigns Is The Head Of The Table

Reigns came back at Summerslam and seemed to have an edge to
him but it didn’t exactly feel like some big game changer.
Then one night the camera panned out to show Paul Heyman next



to him and it was clear that we were in for something new.
With the big change taking place, it became very obvious that
Reigns wasn’t just a heel but rather THE heel, as he was the
monster that everyone had been wanting to see him as for
years. This went rolling for a few months and showed no signs
of slowing down at the end of the year. Throw in Reigns
getting great matches out of Jey Uso and this was the head of
the list with no question about it.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.

Best Of 2020: Worst Angle Of
The Year
These are the ones you remember. There are so many angles and
stories that take place over the course of the year that it is
natural to have something stand out as worse than others. WWE
tends to have a corner on the market for these things but
there are always a few others that sneak through. That may be
the case again this year, but you never can tell. Let’s get to
it.

As usual, in no particular order until the winner at the end.
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Raw Underground

I’m not sure how terrible this was, but it was so random and
came and went so suddenly that I think it warrants an
inclusion. Above all else, it was barely used and didn’t
really advance anything, so I’d call it more lame than bad.
That being said, I’m rarely a fan of something along the lines
of “this is the REAL fighting” on a wrestling show and while
it was far from the Brawl For All, it wasn’t exactly great.

Retribution

It bothers me to have to put this one on here but it was such
a pathetic story for so long that it’s hard not to. I like
most of the people involved and I was really glad to see Ali
get something to do, but egads how worthless did this team
seem for so long? They’re getting better now, albeit at such a
low level that it’s hard to make myself care. T-Bar had some
amazing moments in NXT and Ali is one of the easiest people to
cheer for in WWE today. Why is this the best they can do for
them?

Viking Profits

Now I know this one was popular with some fans and that’s fine
enough. I did like pieces of it but the whole thing went on
for SO long without actually having a match that it felt more
like a badly scripted reality series (The Raiders can play
basketball but get confused by various common modern
references?) than anything else. The cinematic deal with the
ninjas and various Marvel/Star Wars references was
entertaining, but (and yes this is the old school
traditionalist in me), when you advertise a match after
weeks/months of buildup, I’d kind of like to see it happen
rather than another wacky skit.

Goldberg Returns, Wins Universal Title

So this one was the most infuriating at the time, especially



when it was designed to set up the Battle Of The Spears at
Wrestlemania, but Goldberg was in the ring less than ten
minutes. We’re long past the point where WWE is going to care
about how annoyed fans get at Goldberg, so you just kind of
learn to live with it. Annoying yes, but at least Goldberg was
gone at Wrestlemania, never to be seen…..never mind.

Then there is this, which is worse for one reason.

Braun Strowman vs. Bray Wyatt

As I saw pointed out on SCF, this went on for THREE MONTHS
with three pay per view matches, including Money in the Bank
and whatever the Swamp Fight was. WWE seemed to think that
Strowman was interesting enough to carry half of this feud and
oh sweet goodness no. This clinched the worst as soon as you
realized that they were going to a third pay per view no
matter what. Strowman isn’t very good in the first place (at
least not in situations like this) and then he feuded with
Wyatt for three pay per views because he was an enforcer for
the Wyatt Family (one of three). This just kept going and
that’s enough to be the worst.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs
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Best Of 2020: Group/Tag Team
Of The Year
Tag team wrestling has had a much better 2020 than you likely
would have bet on and a lot of that is due to AEW, who treat
tag team wrestling as a much more important deal than WWE has
in probably decades. WWE has actually done a few nice things
as well though and we could be in for some rather good choices
this time around. I’m sure there’s another team from somewhere
else in there too. Let’s get to it.

As usual, in no order until the winner at the end.

Team McAfee

I’ll get the easiest one out of the way first as Team McAfee
was great (or at least McAfee was) with the talking alone
being outstanding. It helps that they won some titles and then
moved on to the pretty awesome WarGames match. They weren’t
around very long, but they made the most out of the time that
they have. I could go for Ridge Holland being involved as
well, but what we got worked out rather well.

New Day

You almost have to include these guys, even though the trio
was split. Even still, the two man version did rather well as
the team (in both forms) combined to win multiple Tag Team
Titles. That is the kind of thing that at least earns them a
spot on the list and it would be hard to imagine New Day not
being here. Yes the team is different than it was before, but
at least they still had a very good stretch before being
split. Kofi and Woods will be fine too, because the team still
is that good.

Kenny Omega/Hangman Page
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I’m made my thoughts on a lot of AEW’s issues rather clear
over the years but these guys figured out how to be an awesome
team despite having almost no history together before winning
the Tag Team Titles. They went on to have some outstanding
matches and a heck of a run with the titles before having a
great mini feud as well. Odds are we’ll be seeing that again
later, but for now, it was just a great tag run.

Young Bucks

If you’re going to mention Page and Omega, you have to throw
these guys in too. As is always the case, the Bucks are going
to have all of their flips and dives, but when you can get
past those (which are rather good) and have them do a more
traditional match, they’re as good as anyone going today.
Their matches with FTR and Page/Omega were incredible and I
can always go for more of that kind of thing. The flips are
their signature deal, but they have all kinds of talent
elsewhere and that is worthy of a spot.

The North

This is a team that started off as almost nothing and turned
into one of the best things going in wrestling. They held the
Tag Team Titles for over a year and it felt like an actually
epic moment when they finally lost the things. I know Impact
doesn’t get the same kind of viewership and the team is split
up, but these guys were an absolute hidden gem and the best
thing about the company for a long time.

Golden Role Models

It’s true that the team probably dragged on a bit too long and
might have been repetitive at times, but you can’t argue with
them having two titles each and absolutely owning both women’s
divisions for a long stretch. It’s a story that would only
work for the two of them and then they had the big blowoff
feud to end Bayley’s record setting reign. That’s a story you
don’t get to see very often and it took the right people to



tell it, which is what you had here.

Street Profits

They aren’t aimed at me, I don’t know what yum yum juice is
and I have no earthly idea what the heck they’re talking about
half the time but sweet goodness these guys are fun to watch.
It’s like a cruiserweight version of the Hart Foundation with
the power and speed (a lot of speed in this case) and they
became one of the few truly established teams by hold some
form of the Tag Team Titles for most of the year. Ford is the
breakout star waiting to happen but Dawkins has more than held
up his end and has a heck of a future of his own. I love these
guys and thankfully they seem set for a long time to come.

That leaves one and you know what time it is.

Hurt Business

What started off feeling like a new Nation of Domination has
turned into its own thing and what a thing it has been. These
guys have all you could ask for with some titles, an awesome
look (a team in suits will always look great) and one heck of
a mouthpiece manager with MVP in a career renaissance. These
guys could be around for a long time and have been one of the
few highlights of a mostly dreadful year for Raw. They’re
pretty easily the best for me and hopefully they’re around
long enough to be in the running next year.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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